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the proper size (small) so the two-flash-per-frame system pro-

duces a visible pixel grid on screen with pixels as tiny as pixels 

from any projector with native UHD imagers. Getting all that lumi-

nance and tech into a projector they can sell for less than $20,000 

meant leaving out motorized control of lens functions. Focus, 

zoom, and vertical height are all manually adjusted. The visually 

appealing styling of the Crystal 4 Sh makes it almost a piece of art 

to look at even before it makes images.  

   After hundreds of hours of viewing content, making measure-

ments, and discussing projector design issues in the age of UHD 

and HDR with Domenico Toffoli, the character and value of the 

Crystal 4 Sh have become very clear. A general summary would 

be that for HD content in standard dynamic range, the Crystal 4 

Sh can deliver near perfection in measurements with all the “fancy 

stuff” turned off. Of course operating the Crystal 4 Sh that way 

reveals that the black level of DLP projection is less-black than 

projectors with LCoS imagers. But you don’t have to settle for a 

gray-ish black level. SIM2 has added features that modulate the 

lasers to allow darker blacks without compromising the luminance 

of images. As you use SIM2’s settings designed to improve the 

appearance of images in regards to black level, color, detail, 

motion, and dynamic range, traditional measurements can’t reveal 

the subjective image quality improvements these settings provide. 

This “wow” factor in images is not possible without using the 

adjustments/settings available in the Crystal 4 Sh. 

SuperHybrid Laser-Phosphor Projector 
Part 2 

EQUIPMENT REVIEW

Doug Blackburn

   In Part 1 published in the previous issue, Issue 255 May/June 

2021, of Widescreen Review & Custom Home Theatre Design, 

details about the design and operation of the Crystal 4 Sh were 

described in detail. A quick summary: At $18,000 (in black with 

black glass, $19,000 in white with white glass), the Crystal 4 Sh is 

more than 50 percent brighter than Sony’s VPL-VW885ES, a 

$25,000 laser phosphor projector that was recently discontinued 

after a near 2-year production run. The Crystal 4 Sh has a new-

generation, laser-phosphor illumination system. The final hardened 

phosphor coating on the phosphor wheel is formed from com-

bined and mixed green and yellow powdered phosphors. 

Previously, all home theatre laser-phosphor projectors only had 

yellow phosphors on the phosphor wheel. The new formulation 

produces more green light and expands the color gamut the 

Crystal 4 Sh can reproduce. One segment of the spinning phos-

phor wheel is transparent to allow blue light from multiple lasers to 

be used in the creation of images. Green and red light are sepa-

rated out of the green and yellow light produced by the phosphor 

wheel. The design of the Crystal 4 Sh incorporates an air cooling 

system for this new illumination system so it does not have the 

additional noise of a liquid coolant pump operating at the same 

time as the traditional cooling fan. That makes the Crystal 4 Sh the 

quietest laser-phosphor projector I’ve experienced. The Crystal 4 

Sh projector has the latest Texas Instruments DLP chip set for pro-

jectors. It has half the pixels of UHD resolution, but the pixels are 

SIM2 Crystal 4 Sh
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When you use the projector with UHD/HDR sources, the “all 

adjustments off” configuration produces fairly typical measure-

ments for UHD/HDR from any projector. But as with HD content, 

SIM2’s combination of image-improvement settings push the pro-

jector’s image quality to levels much higher than the “no enhance-

ment settings” mode required to make measurements. For 

UHD/HDR content, there are no standards set for how projectors 

should “behave” with their limited luminance range compared to 

flat panel TVs. Manufacturers usually provide controls and settings 

that are “safe” so that you never experience a momentary “oops” 

during challenging content. Projectors that produce only “safe” 

images look boring for the other 99.9 percent of content by com-

parison. 

   The closest thing to compare SIM2’s image enhancement set-

tings to are high-performance exotic cars with a range of comput-

er-controlled features that make people who can’t drive like a 

racecar driver relatively safe while traveling at potentially deadly 

high speeds—hopefully, on a race track rather than on streets. 

You can disable these safety enhancement features for fast driving 

on a race track or turn them all on for “daily driving” comfort and 

safety. The exotic car with driver-assist settings keeps the driver 

safe, even if they are not very good racecar drivers. Turn off all the 

settings that keep you safe in cars that can exceed 200 mph and 

a well-skilled driver can have the most fun with the car. But there 

are no safety nets if the driver makes a mistake with all the driver-

assists disabled. The Crystal 4 Sh allows you to make settings that 

are so “strong” they make UHD/HDR images look much better 

than most projectors, but challenging video content can reveal a 

“defect” that only happens because SIM2 pushes the envelope to 

make the most of UHD/HDR content within the limited luminance 

range you get with projectors. That doesn’t mean the projector is 

broken or compromised. It merely means that the specific content 

you are viewing is just a bit too challenging for the more aggres-

sive settings in the projector. “Turning down” one or more settings 

to make them less aggressive allows you to still use the feature but 

bypasses the problem seen with a higher setting. Not only did 

SIM2 engineer these controls to push the envelope to make 

UHD/HDR images look great on their projector, they put a lot of 

thought into making the projector brighter than many competing 

laser-phosphor projectors. The result of that extra luminance and 

the settings that may not give the very best results with the most 

extreme scene content is that 99.9 percent of the time, the 

UHD/HDR images you get with the Crystal 4 Sh projector are bet-

ter looking than projectors that always play it safe with controls to 

improve the appearance of UHD/HDR content. Remember, there 

are no standards for UHD/HDR on projectors, so each projector 

manufacturer should be working out how to make UHD/HDR look 

as good as possible on their projectors. SIM2 accomplished that 

with the Crystal 4 Sh. Other manufacturers’ projectors that I’ve 

reviewed have always been very boring when viewing UHD/HDR 

content. The Crystal 4 Sh never makes boring UHD/HDR images. 

An example of this will help clarify my point. There are two controls 

that SIM2 has engineered to improve the black level substantially 

compared to just the basic settings: SuperHybrid Mode and Auto 

Adaptive Contrast. Improving perceived black level isn’t all these 

settings do, but I’m going to focus on that for this example. Auto 

Adaptive Contrast changes image contrast based on image con-

tent and it can be set to On or Off. SuperHybrid Mode controls 

how much laser modulation can be used to darken or brighten the 

lasers. SuperHybrid mode’s settings are Off, Standard, Enhanced, 

and DeepBlack. When set to off, the lasers never dim making pro-

jected UHD/HDR images boring. Both settings work together to do 

their best to expand the apparent dynamic range in projected 

images. With these two enhancement settings set to my prefer-

ence (On and DeepBlack), some content that has very dark 

scenes can suddenly go very black with very little image still visi-

ble. This happens because the largest adjustments can “stack up” 

and may push the projector so far that there just aren’t enough 

digital levels and laser modulation available to reproduce the most 

demanding scenes without fail. Some might argue that that’s a 

design error, but they would be wrong. It was not a mistake on 

SIM2’s part to offer settings that push the envelope to improve 

most UHD/HDR images so much that you never want to watch 

them without these two features doing as much as they can. It was 

actually brave and strategic for SIM2 to let you use aggressive 

enhancement features like these. If you want a “safe” projector 

that you can’t push into problems with any settings, there are plen-

ty of these on the market already. All of them are boring and make 

you question whether you should be using a projector for 

UHD/HDR content. SIM2 intentionally made the enhancement set-

Features 

Super high-definition, all-glass lens 
1-chip DMD (DLP device) 
UHD image resolution 
4 HDR presets for different screen sizes 
Fully automated SDR-HDR-SDR transitions 
Full color volume adjustments 
Live Color Calibration software (LCC) 
1.6x zoom lens 
Remote info function (SIM2 Customer Care 4) 
Factory light output spec of 3600 lumens 
Laser-Phosphor light engine featuring new yellow+green 
phosphor wheel 
4-Segment color filter wheel -- RGBY 
Connections: IEC power cord socket; one D-sub 15 VGA-
type; one HDMI 1.4 up to 3840x2160 at 30Hz; one HDMI 2.0 
up to 3840x2160 at 60Hz; Ethernet (command/control); 1 USB 
(firmware updates); 1 USB for power only; RS-232 (control); 
one 12 VDC trigger 
LAN control for: Crestron, Extron, PJLink, AMX, HTTP, Telnet 
IR remote control included 
Front and rear IR receivers 
Manual controls on back of projector 
 

Specifications 

Dimensions: 20 W x 7.125 H x 15.4 D (inches) 
Weight: 32 (pounds) 
Power requirement: 100-240 VAC; 50/60 Hz 
Power consumption: Operating 280-340; maximum 395; 
Standby <0.5 (watts) 
Lens Zoom Ratio: 1.6:1 
Lens f-number: 2.5 (wide) to 3.26 (tele) 
Throw ratio: 1.4:1 to 2.24:1 
BTU/hr: 1350 
Lumens: 3600 (factory spec) 
Vertical refresh rate: 24 to 120 Hz 
Designed In: Italy 
Assembled In: Italy 
Warranty: 3 years 
MSRP: $18,000 with black finish; $19,000 for white finish 

 

Manufactured By: 

SIM2 USA Inc. 
10216 NW 47th Street 
Sunrise, Florida 33351 
Phone: 954 442 2999  
Web site: SIM2.com 
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tings work so well that with some of the most demanding content, 

like the previously mentioned very dark scenes, you actually “run 

out of room” for digital steps and control of the lasers at low lumi-

nance output. So when the scene goes very dark, almost com-

pletely black, while you are using DeepBlack mode, it is not a sign 

of a “bad projector” it’s just a sign that the biggest adjustments the 

projector can make are a little bit too big for the scene you are 

watching now. The next movie or TV show may be fine all the way 

through with DeepBlack. SIM2 could have chosen not to offer 

DeepBlack. That would make the projector “safe,” but it would also 

make the projector’s images boring compared to the images you 

get with Auto Adaptive Contrast On and SuperHybrid Mode set to 

DeepBlack. To view the extra dark scene properly, setting 

SuperHybrid Mode to Enhanced did the trick for me every time. If 

there were not a lot of dark scenes in the content, DeepBlack was 

fine. 

   I use an OLED TV and a 2000 nit LCD/LED TV to view a lot of 

UHD/HDR content so I have a good “fix” on what UHD/HDR 

images can look like with properly bright displays. This makes it 

easy for me to determine whether a projector is delivering on the 

promise of UHD/HDR or whether the images are barely better than 

SDR. I constantly found myself using the DeepBlack setting for 

SuperHybrid Mode because during scene transitions, the screen 

will go completely black giving an impression of “infinite black” 

because there is no visible black level during an all-black scene 

transition. When I switched to Enhanced mode or Standard mode, 

the black level would move up to an obvious dark gray and the 

completely black screen during scene transitions would no longer 

be perfectly black. The DeepBlack setting brings out life in images 

that you don’t normally get from projectors due to the limited lumi-

nance of projectors compared to flat-panel TVs. I would always 

start a movie like Valerian And The City Of A 1000 Planets or 

Kingsman: The Golden Circle with the DeepBlack setting and only 

change the DeepBlack setting if there was more than a couple of 

seconds of “trouble” in a movie. The Crystal 4 Sh is the high-per-

formance exotic car of the projector world. It will keep you “safe” 

when you use all the controls in their “safe” modes. But as you use 

more and more of the image enhancement settings, the experi-

ence of viewing UHD/HDR images becomes more and more excit-

ing. Of course, a bad driver who turns off all the driver-assist set-

tings that keep him safe can die in a crash. With the highest per-

formance settings active, the Crystal 4 Sh can only get you into a 

little trouble in the highlights or shadows, so nothing disastrous. 

The Crystal 4 Sh would have been just another boring projector for 

UHD/HDR without SIM2’s brave decision to let the operating range 

of the controls create some visible problems with some content. 

With DeepBlack and Auto Adaptive Contrast, the Crystal 4 Sh has 

the best-looking and least boring UHD/HDR images I’ve seen from 

any projector so far.  

   Consider that projection still has no standards established for 

UHD/HDR, and it’s possible that there may never be official stan-

dards for projection and UHD/HDR because of the vast difference 

in luminance between even OLED TVs and projectors. Most OLED 

TVs’ peak white level is 600 nits or thereabouts. The Crystal 4 Sh 

can deliver up to 140 nits, close to 40 foot-Lamberts (fL), on an 

82-inch wide screen with 1.0 gain depending on your zoom set-

ting/projection distance. That’s brighter than any projector I’ve 

used under $20,000. That amount of brightness/luminance gives 

the Crystal 4 Sh another big advantage over projectors with less 

luminance capability. Even if another projector had “edgy” control 

settings like the Crystal 4 Sh, it would be outputting less light and, 

for that reason alone, the UHD/HDR images would be less impres-

sive on the dimmer projector. 

   In HD/SDR mode, there are a number of picture mode options: 

Natural, Dynamic, Bright, Cinema, Sport and User. Natural and 

User seemed to be either identical or very similar. Cinema was a 

little different but still close to Natural and User. For UHD/HDR 

content, the only setting options are HDR or Bright HDR. SIM2 rec-

ommended BrightHDR and I concur. The additional luminance of 

BrightHDR makes HDR images look much more alive and satisfying. 

   The Crystal 4 Sh supports HDR10 and HLG modes for HDR 

content. While I will focus on settings for HDR10 content, in sever-

al places SIM2 offers settings specifically for HLG. The 

installer/calibrator will be able to dial in both modes and use com-

binations of settings optimized for both methods of delivering HDR 

content. HLG is not too common in the United States’ streaming 

services, where you find HDR10 dominates with some Dolby Vision 

and some HDR10+ beginning to appear. There are no issues 

viewing content with Dolby Vision or HDR10+ because both of 

those formats are designed to play properly in HDR10 mode when 

DV or HDR10+ are not available. 

   There is an HDR setting with a number of choices that alter the 

EOTF curve, not to make it more accurate but to make adjust-

ments that make images look better in spite of the luminance limi-

tations of projectors. There are also modes that are labeled as 

being for screens larger than a specific dimension. These modes 

include: Auto (selects between HDR1, 2, 3, or HDR4 modes based 

on content); there is a forced SDR setting just in case; HDR1 

mode is for smaller screens (SIM2 says 100 inches) or screens 

with some gain and with the projection lens set to wide angle 

mode. HDR2 does the same for images on a 120-inch wide 

screen; HDR3 mode is optimized for projection screens up to 140 

inches; HDR4 is for projection screens 160 inches or larger.  

   The basic settings were generally fine where the factory set 

them. Sharpness was best when set to the lowest setting, “1.” 

There is a Gamma control that turned out to be useful in both 

HD/SDR where there really is a Gamma curve and UHD/HDR 

where Gamma as we knew it from HD/SDR and earlier does not 

exist, but this control still does in UHD/HDR mode what it does in 

HD/SDR mode. That is, it anchors the gamma curve at 0 percent 

white and 100 percent white and moves luminance up and down 

without moving the white point and black point. This produces the 

largest changes in the midtones. Higher (numeric) Gamma 

Settings make midtones darker while lower Gamma settings make 

midtones brighter. It may seem odd to have the Gamma control 

functioning in UHD/HDR mode, but it can actually be useful in 

some cases. Gamma settings include: Film; Video (nominally 2.6 

gamma, darker midtones); Graphics (not useful for home cinema); 

Standard (nominal 2.2 gamma); and numeric settings labeled 1.8 

(very bright midtones), 2.0, and 2.4. SIM2 recommended using the 

Gamma-Film setting for UHD/HDR and the Gamma-Video setting 

for HD/SDR mode. I took that advice and saw no need to use dif-

ferent settings during the review. Some gray scale tweaks were 

needed during calibration, of course, but Film (UHD) and Video 

(HD) settings were good starting points. 

   The Crystal 4 Sh has the DLP Brilliant Color™ setting with cus-

tomization by SIM2. This is an On/Off setting, and SIM2 says that it 

enables a color-processing algorithm that enables higher image 

brightness than other color enhancement settings. That’s especial-

ly useful in UHD/HDR mode to help keep images as bright as pos-
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chart to set the color. The x Offset control generally moves the 

color left or right on the CIE chart. The y Offset control generally 

moves the color vertically on the CIE chart. As with all video dis-

plays, sometimes the measurements “drift” a little in unwanted 

directions, but for the most part, you can get each color quite 

close to the reference coordinates for each color, even in the larg-

er UHD/HDR color space of DCI/P3/Rec.2020. My color calibration 

results produced almost 100 percent of the color gamut for 

UHD/HDR content when calibrated, a pretty spectacular result. For 

Rec.709 color space, the Crystal 4 Sh had no trouble reproducing 

100 percent of that gamut with extremely low errors. A third CMS 

control is called Brightness and it does a good job of keeping 

color luminance accurate as you make adjustments to x and y 

Offsets. At times, I found myself kind of “circling” the reference 

point I was trying to hit during calibration before spiraling into the 

perfect measurement over several iterations of x, y, and 

Brightness adjustments—nothing too different from most video dis-

play calibration controls.  

   The Crystal 4 Sh gray scale calibration controls are called RGB 

Gain/Bias. This is a very typical two-zone gray scale adjustment 

with Gain controls adjusting the gray scale from about 30 percent 

white to 100 percent white. The Bias controls adjust gray scale 

from 0 percent white to about 70 percent white. If you need or 

want more precise gray scale calibration, use an external video 

processor with 20 or 21 point gray scale adjustments and/or a 

17x17 or larger LUT matrix that corrects color and luminance of 

gray scale and RGBCMY throughout the 3D color space. An extra 

$5,000 or so for a Lumagen Radiance Pro video processor or 

equivalent can produce uncannily accurate gray scale and color, 

though, it would take a pretty picky owner to notice the difference 

between a “perfect” video processor calibration and using the 

internal controls in the Crystal 4 Sh. I don’t think you “need” a 

video processor to make the Crystal 4 Sh projector a good projec-

tor. But the picky owner may find the results of the Radiance Pro 

calibration quite nice. 

   SIM2’s Color Space control was left in Auto mode during the 

review with no reason to change it to anything else. The other set-

tings are forced RGB 0-255, forced RGB 16-235, and YUV (aka 

YCbCr). Unless you run into trouble with color looking very strange 

(very green and very magenta with no blue or black is one exam-

ple), there’s no reason to set the Crystal 4 Sh to one of the 

“forced” modes. 

   There is a group of controls for control of analog video signals 

coming to the projector as RGB or Component video. In 2021, not 

many people will need these settings for most home theatre sys-

tems that are “all digital.” But someone who is a “format collector” 

may still have video tapes, D-VHS, LaserDisc, or other analog 

video formats that need a little help here or there. That’s where 

these controls could come in handy. The controls allow adjustment 

of frequency, phase, horizontal position, vertical position, or 

Automatic for times when you don’t need specific settings. 

sible. If the movie you are viewing is already very colorful, like 

Aladdin (2019) or Spider-Man: Into The Spider Verse, this setting 

is probably not going to be very appealing. But you may find times 

when you enjoy using this setting when the content is less obvi-

ously vibrantly colored. The difference between On and Off is fairly 

significant. I think most anybody looking for this setting’s effect on 

images won’t have any trouble seeing what it does when turned 

on. I used this setting sparingly during the review. Most of the con-

tent I viewed in UHD/HDR was already colorful. For HD/SDR con-

tent, I preferred the more subtle changes available with the 

Enhanced Color setting. 

   The Color Temperature setting is quite similar in function to most 

every projector I’ve used in the last five years or so. There are set-

tings for: D55, D65, D75, D83, D94 and a Native setting. The 

Native setting produces the largest color shift, but it is also pretty 

obviously one of the settings to use if you are looking for the 

absolute maximum amount of light the projector can produce 

(along with Dynamic Picture Mode). You won’t get the best-looking 

images because of the “off” color you get with Native mode. I can’t 

recommend using Native mode for anything, but it is there for 

experiments if you think you would ever go that far with a projec-

tor. D65 was certainly closest to D65, but it measured a little too 

blue, around 6800-6900 degrees K. Using the internal calibration 

controls easily got the D65 mode measurements into the 6400-

6600 range, nicely balanced for both HD and UHD content.  

   A Color Gamut setting is useful for putting the projector into the 

best color mode for various purposes. Native mode produces all 

the color the projector can produce natively without calibration or 

concern for image accuracy. This is not a mode people would nor-

mally use for viewing home video content from any normal source. 

HDTV mode would be the setting for viewing normal home theatre 

content from most any “normal” source for home entertainment. 

LCC mode is exclusively for use with SIM2’s Live Color Calibration 

software that runs on a Windows PC connected to your Crystal 4 

Sh. You must provide a compatible light meter for the measure-

ments. So this is another mode that would not be used for viewing 

normal entertainment content. User mode is the best choice for 

calibrated Crystal 4 Sh projectors, as User mode will use the gray 

scale and color CMS adjustments. Cinema mode closely repli-

cates DLP Cinema color that has a different white point (more 

green) than the standard for home video contents. Unless you are 

viewing DLP Cinema content at home (very unusual), this mode 

will not be used by most owners. SIM2 notes in the Owner’s 

Manual that you can achieve the original factory calibration set-

tings on a new Crystal 4 Sh projector by selecting the HDTV color 

gamut, Natural for the Display Mode, HDR or HLG or SDR mode, 

Color Temperature D65, and the 2.2 Gamma setting. I found that 

combination to be a very good starting point, and many owners 

would be perfectly happy with that factory result as long as their 

projection screen does not introduce a color shift.  

   SIM2’s CMS controls rely on the x and y coordinates on the CIE 

“The Crystal 4 Sh Never Makes Boring  
UHD/HDR Images.”
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   SIM2 has provided an adjustment for HDMI Equalization that 

defaults to a setting of “4”. This setting applies EQ to the incoming 

video signal. Cable length is one of the primary reasons you might 

want some EQ applied to the video signal. If you do experience a 

problem that might be related to signal EQ, you can try each of 

the EQ options to see if any of them improve your problem. 

   For times when you want to intentionally limit the light output of 

the projector, there is a Laser Modulation setting that allows you to 

set the laser from 50 percent power to 100 percent power in 5 per-

cent steps. This specialty control won’t be used in most home the-

atre systems, but it’s there for the few installations where it is 

needed. 

   There is an Advanced settings sub menu that contains several 

more controls that influence image quality. Enhanced Detail set-

tings are Off, 1, 2, and 3. I found the 3 setting looked “over-

processed” often enough that I most often used the 1 setting to 

avoid seeing anything obvious happening to images. The 1 setting 

produces a gentle edge enhancement that does not lead to arti-

facts like those you get from the Sharpness control when it is set 

above 1. I found the trick to using this control is to pause a sharp 

image in a movie or TV program then adjust the control so you can 

see what is happening in the stationary image as you change from 

Off to 1 to 2 to 3. I think most picky users will be good with 1, 

while some will be fine with 2. 

   The Enhanced Colors control in the Advanced settings menu is 

similar to Enhanced Detail. Settings are Off, 1, 2, and 3. Here, too, 

pausing an image with lots of colors in a range of luminance val-

ues will help you decide which setting you prefer. This is the set-

ting I mentioned that I preferred to the Brilliant Color setting for 

HD/SDR content. I would leave Brilliant Color Off and set 

Enhanced Colors to 1 to get a small boost in color. For UHD/HDR 

content, SIM2 says Enhanced Color will reduce the available light, 

while the Brilliant Color function will enhance colors without loss of 

overall luminance.  

   The final setting in the Advanced Settings menu is Motion 

Compensation. This is frame interpolation. Using this setting intro-

duces input lag that gamers will hate. So, off for gaming and on 

for movies or TV shows. DLP projectors have enjoyed the best 

motion quality performance of any digital video imaging system for 

over a decade since color wheel artifacts have been banished for 

the most part. So why do DLP video displays need Motion 

Compensation/frame interpolation? Because 24p and 30p video 

sources are naturally blurry because of slow shutter speeds. 

Frame interpolation takes two blurry frames and can make a “third” 

or “fourth” or “fifth” image that moves over the screen in smooth 

increments that are all sharper than the original frames with the 

blurred motion. A basketball flying through the air looks like a 

comet on the original video because 24p or 30p is NOT enough to 

follow fast motion without blur. 240p would be close to fast enough 

to eliminate motion blur in the original content. So think of this con-

trol as improving the original content, not as a fix for motion prob-

lems in the video display. But the “I hate soap opera effect” crowd 

doesn’t understand that “soap opera effect” is nothing but the 

effect of more frames per second and less blur in each frame. 24p 

is a horrible standard for video and some day with enough band-

width and commitment from studios, we will FINALLY get away 

from slow frame rates forever and people will ask, “How the heck 

could anybody back then tolerate that horrid blurry motion while 

complaining about images with less blurry motion?” 24p arose in 

the 1920s/1930s. It is past time to move on to something faster. 

48p and 60p have been discussed most often as being the next 

video standard. Once there’s enough bandwidth for 48p or 60p, 

video will move into its next big transition period on the way to bet-

ter video than we have ever experienced. Frame interpolation has 

become rather magical in what it can accomplish to ban motion 

blur from the sources. It is quite possible that frame interpolation 

will remain with us, even after video moves on to 48p or 60p since 

it can still make those higher frame rates look even more 

clear/sharp. 

     

Measurements 

 

    The initial gray scale errors in Figure 1 may look bad on this 

graph, but most of that error was excess blue causing the color 

temperature to measure in the 7200-7600 degrees Kelvin range. 

Most people without calibration software and a meter would not 

notice the extra blue. Of all the errors to have, a little extra blue 

“disappears” as content is viewed. Adjusting the gray scale with 

the Gain and Bias/Offset settings to remove the excess blue pro-

duced excellent gray scale accuracy. The RGB Balance graph 

(not shown here) also looked good with colors staying within +/- 

2.5-percent of perfect color balance through the gray scale from 5 

percent to 100 percent. 

 

   Figure 2 shows the Gamma measurements for the Crystal 4 Sh. 

You can see that the projector was initially a bit brighter than ideal 

with gamma averaging about 1.85. While that’s not ideal, it is very 

difficult to detect in moving images without a side-by-side refer-

ence. The ending gamma averaged very close to 2.2. I could 

move the calibrated gamma darker or lighter easily with the 

Crystal 4 Sh’s Gamma setting. I used the setting of 2.2 for calibra-

tion and was able to achieve that easily with the calibration controls. 

   Color Temperature before calibration ranged from 7225K to 
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7567K due to the extra blue in the uncalibrated projector. As men-

tioned above, this plus-blue error is small enough that most people 

would never notice it. After calibration, I was able to get the meas-

ured color temperature to stay in the range of 6382 to 6757. Errors 

that small are inconsequential to video image quality. 

   The before calibration color measurements in Figure 3 show all 

six measured colors (RGBCMY) offset towards blue, and blue itself 

is oversaturated. This is reflected in the initial color temperatures 

and the ΔE2000 gray scale chart also. Ideal performance for RGB 

using this graph is when each color is precisely on top of the three 

points of the triangle. The secondary colors should be perfectly 

centered on the + symbol marking the reference coordinates for 

CMY.  

   After calibration, colorimetry is very nearly perfect. Not much to 

say about this other than this is a great result.  

   I decided for this review, and potentially for all future reviews of 

projectors, to not include measurements for UHD/HDR content due 

to those measurements and standards not being intended for pro-

jectors. As mentioned earlier, on my 82-inch wide 1.0 gain refer-

ence screen, Stewart Filmscreen’s StudioTek 100 screen material, 

I measured about 140 nits or 40 fL for peak white in UHD/HDR 

mode after calibration. The projector will produce more light than 

that, but you have to use some of the less accurate settings like 

Dynamic mode, and that ultimately makes the images look worse. 

UHD/HDR projector measurements as we know them today, would 

never be able to reveal what I was seeing on-screen with 

DeepBlack Super Hybrid mode and Auto Adaptive Contrast 

enabled along with some of the other settings that also do things 

to enhance the appearance of UHD/HDR images. Measuring the 

projector with those, and other controls in operation would just be 

a waste of time. Since there are no standards for projecting 

UHD/HDR due to the lower light output than flat panel TVs, there 

are no measurements that correlate with the compelling UHD/HDR 

images I got from the Crystal 4 Sh. I wish I had measurements that 

would show you why I found the UHD/HDR images from the 

Crystal 4 Sh to be more captivating than other high-end projectors. 

When the projector is producing these great UHD/HDR images, it 

is analyzing each frame of the source video and deciding how to 

change that image to make it look really great. The next frame will 

have different adjustments… and so on as the content changes. 

We just do not have means of measuring video that is being 

altered in each frame specifically to make it look impressive on a 

UHD/HDR projector. When you don’t process the video frame by 

frame and just display the unaltered content; well, nobody wants 

to view unaltered UHD/HDR on a projector because it looks dull 

and uninteresting. The settings SIM2 includes here are where the 

UHD/HDR magic lives in the Crystal 4 Sh projector. 

 

Conclusion 

 

    The Crystal 4 Sh projector is expensive, but it is also the first 

projector I can say showed me UHD/HDR content that was satisfy-

ing after being familiar with UHD/HDR on OLED and LCD/LED 

TVs. Other laser-phosphor projectors did so little to make 

UHD/HDR images look good that I was beginning to wonder if I 

was going to ever see a UHD/HDR projector that would make me 

want to watch UHD/HDR content. The Crystal 4 Sh is that projec-

tor. If you are committing to projection in your home theatre, and 

you want images that will make you smile, the Crystal 4 Sh projec-

tor is the projector that can do it. The super-quiet operation of the 

projector is an added bonus. DLP motion quality outshines any-

thing you’ll get from LCD or LCoS projectors. And with 3200 

lumens of peak light output, the extra brightness the Crystal 4 Sh 

can produce is another advantage when making satisfying project-

ed UHD/HDR images. For a high-performance home theatre system, 

you can’t do better than the Crystal 4 Sh projector in 2021. WSR
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